
Secretary-General to mnvoke Article 99 ini a situation where there is no real possibility of the
Security Coundil agreeing on any useful positive role.""' Neverthieless, his patience reached
its limits in the East Pakistan/Bangladesh confliot of 1971. Ini the first part of the year, the
Secretary-General found himself limited to a humanitarian role as millions of refugees fled to
India from East Palcistan. Neither Indýia nor Paistan (supported by the USSR and the US,
respectively) wanted the UN to intervene politically, and considered the matter an "internai
affair." But U Thant recognized the serious potential for international armed conffict and on
July 20, in a written memorandum, privately urged the Council to intervene, despite the slim
chances that the Council would act. "The crisis is unfolding ini the context of the long-standing,
and unresolved, differences between India and Pakistan-differences which gave rise'to open
warfare only six years ago. ... [A] major conffict in the subcontinent could ail too easily expand

[Ti he present situation [is] a potential threat to peace and security ... It is for these reasons
that I amn taking the unusual step of reporting to the President of the Security Council on an
question which has not been inscribed on the Council'9s agenda."' 2 A few weeks later, U Thant
made his memorandum public after the Coundil ignored it, to further prod it. But the Coundil
(led by the superpowers) continued to avoid the dealing with the situation right up to the
beginning of war in December 1971.

Perhaps the greatest failure and the greatest success ini early warning took place during
the tenure of Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-GhaIi. Before the genocide in Rwanada in
1994, many signais went unheeded by the UN and important avenues were left uninvestigated,
leading to the UN's unpreparcdness and helplessness in the face of an unprecedented escalation
of conffict and a genocide that led to approximately a million deaths. Some of ignored signais
in Rwanda are described later in this paper.


